where (see Fig. 2 
Prooj:
A special case of (3) is bsTcts -asT~s = 0. That is, only the row corresponding to the pth port is nonzero. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 6 .7
The right-hand side of (11) relating to the element [see (12)] becomes (47) ,, 7 The reason for making it unity is to obtain simple formulas. 
' w is aa -b~or a~a -zY5 depending on whether we are dealing with a one-port or tw?-port element, respectively. Sensitivities for the resistor, inductor, capacitor, short-circuited, and open-circuited transmission lines are vahd for these elements viewed as one-port, two-port series, and two-port shunt components.
if~is contained in the element described by S'. Using 
